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Title: FURIDASHI - PREMIUM CAR: 2008 TWX-8
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Drift Physics Crew
Publisher:
Drift Physics Crew
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT430 or AMD HD5450 or Intel HD4000 with 1GB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Supported Graphics Cards: AMD HD5000 Series, HD6000 Series, HD7000 Series, R7 Series, R9 Series
Nvidia GTX400 Series, GTX500 Series, GTX600 Series, GTX700 Series, GTX900 Series Intel HD4000 Series, HD5000 Series
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its really a great game it took me about 2 hours to beat per se

keep in mind the cars are feather light so you will go flying to the ends of the earth if you dont know how to control your car
BUT it is funny at times

9\/10 hard to pull of a loopdy loop like from hotwheels. Fun runner game with easy achievements! Recommended. :D. I love the
old school type games and this one is great. Simple yet challenging. Differnet levels of hardness with game saves. Love the
graphics and sounds. Great price, add to your collection.. Her\u015fey paral\u0131. Update:

I now completed the game, took me 33 hours and I loved every minute of it.

The story line had me hooked from the beginning. I fell in love with the characters and their lives in the school.

The artwork is exquisite, full of rich colours with a classical style. The music is full of emotion and joy but yet simple.

The seiyuu, voice actors are world class, especially the main character Shirahane Suou, voiced by Nazuka Kaori.

The characters as the story went further on grow a little, you can see the changes in their actions.

Few points about the game, the first time you play, you are forced to do the Mayuri-chans route, once you finish that, you can
replay and start Rikka-chan. There is many endings, but only one good ending.

The entire Flower series is broken into four games and while each game is complete in itself, they are connected, let's hope they
come to Steam in the next year.

There are many VN's out there but few as rich as this one, it's totally worth the price, I was shocked that it wasn't more
expensive like others, but very happy otherwise I wouldn't had been able to enjoy the game and support the developers for this
star of a game.
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After 2 years and over 1000 hours of playing Paradox games, it should be pretty obvious why Imperator: Rome is perhaps the
biggest letdown that Paradox has ever released. Other Paradox games don't keep you engaged through a storyline or through
railroading. They keep you engaged through historical time periods but with a unique, dynamic twist.

In Crusader Kings 2, you play as a feudal lord, whose internal stability is just as substantial as external conquest. In Victoria II,
you play as a nation with a dynamic and ever-changing population. In Europa Universalis 4, you play as a country, vying for
control of trade and colonies.

In Imperator, you conquer and then wait. Wait for mana to increase for actions. Wait for aggressive expansion to go down. Wait
until you can declare the next war. It's a rinse and repeat cycle, you conquer and then you wait, with small annoyances and
events which amount to nothing. Disloyal character? Wait until you have enough gold and oratory power to pay him off. Are
generals having loyal cohorts? Dismiss all generals after any war and you'll have no issues. Disloyal families? You don't have to
worry about them at all.

The only slightly interesting thing about this game are the government types. Republics, monarchies, and tribes all require
slightly different ways to manage your nation. However, this game horribly represents the unique governments of nations such
as Carthage, Persia\/Seleucids, and ironically Rome. Republics have the same factions and senate mechanics. Monarchies have
the same pretender and (terrible) holding system. Tribes have tribal chiefs with no unique flavors at all. Once you've played a
monarchy, republic, and tribe you've practically played all the nations Imperator has to offer.

The population mechanic was likely the most promising aspect of this game before release and perhaps the most disappointing
afterward. This mechanic is nothing but a tacky add-on to the rest of the game. Populations aren't dynamic. They don't move,
immigrate, emigrate, convert or assimilate without the player's intervention. Populations aren't people, but instead buttons you
click on to colonize, assimilate, move or change social classes. The player could practically ignore population as long as he sets
governors to assimilate any province.

Characters are boring and uninteresting. The balance between loyalty, skill, and power is irrelevant and inconsequential. The
interaction between non-player characters doesn't exist, so just like population, characters are undynamic and limited to what
the player does to them. They only matter when they're disloyal, and even then, characters are easily dealt with. Characters are
useless besides the jobs you should assign them to.

Trade is terrible, somehow worse than characters and population. There are no important centers of trade and no actual trade
routes like EU4. You click on the trade good you need, or on a trade good which provides a bonus you want. Supply and
demand are nonexistent. Each trade good produces roughly the same income, while each city produces only one trade good.
There is nothing more to this mechanic.

Worst of all, every action for every mechanic I listed above requires some sort of mana\/point. Oratory power is completely
unbalanced and every action practically requires it. Bribe someone? Spend oratory + gold. Assimilate or promote pops? Spend
oratory. Change laws in government? Spend oratory. Create a trade "route"? Spend civic. Ultimately, this causes any action to
prevent another. Bribing a character will prevent a player from assimilating a population. These two things have no realistic
connection to each other, except to the ridiculous abstracted mechanic that is mana.

Johan serves as the Game Director for Imperator, yet clearly doesn't understand how to design a game which pleases at least
50% of its customers. Instead, Johan spends his days by arguing with disappointed customers on the forums. Why listen to the
concerns of your customers, when you can prove them wrong about Imperator's horrendous mechanics?

Some of Johan's statements on his own forum:

"Because I think the game is better off with the current design!"
"This is the feedback that I just do not understand."
"The base game will continue to use [mana], as they make for a better game."
"Of course, when you have been playing games that [aren't trash], no matter how much content [new ones will] have, will feel
light."
"I was kinda naive, in that I assumed that people would see the game we were selling"
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. Wonderful little VR experience . Bright vibrant moving colours together with 'musical chime' tones really add a relaxing
feeling to the whole thing. Definitely worth the purchase price, especially if you like things with a quirky edge. Recommended!.
I don't understand the negative reviews about this game. This is fun, has pretty graphics and more than enough perks for an
enjoyable boxing simulation.
No one is pretending this is as deep as Fight Night, of course. It's an indie game with lots of room for improvement, which will
happen only if we support the developers. And for such an affordable price why not?!
I hope to see a sequel with more character customisation options (e.g., name, hairstyles, stances, boxing styles, etc.) I'd be very
happy to pay more than 4 times the current price for a compelling sequel! Thank you Vivid Games S.A.!. good arcade racing
game, like the ones we used to play in arcades in 80's !!!!

Certainly vote up for gameplay, atmosphere, MUSIC !!!!

. Paid \u00a320 pounds for this only to find that it need a train that the base game dont have it dont advised this Anywhere on
the About This Content that it need a train that dont come with the base game.

Train Simulator is a rip off company. Just flew this plane during a real world lesson today, and flew this addon 172N directly
after my lesson. It's a very faithful recreation, especially with P-factor during takeoff and climb. The tachometer's green arc is
too large, which I believe should go from 2000 until the red line at 2700 rpm. Highly recommend if you're looking for a real-
feeling GA aircraft.
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